We propose a criterion for examining whether or not the uncertainty of the outer rotation curves is sufficiently small to distinguish a Keplerian rotation curve from flat ones. We have applied this criterion to both Keplerian and non-Keplerian rotation curves so far obtained, and investigated their relative fraction. We also studied the minimum extent of the dark halos indicated by non-Keplerian rotation curves using the criterion. We have found that one cannot rule out the possibility that a significant fraction of rotation curves become Keplerian within 10-times the disk scale length. If the Keplerian rotation curves so far observed trace the mass truncation, several galaxies may have rather small halos, the extent of which is not larger than twice that of the optical disk.
Introduction
A rotation curve is one of the most powerful tools for studying the mass distribution in galaxies. Rotation curves have been extensively studied by the optical spectroscopy of Hii lines, by radio observations of Hi and molecular gases, and by their combinations (e.g., Bosma 1981; Rubin et al. 1985; Mathewson et al. 1992; Sofue 1996 Sofue , 1997 . In most cases, a dark halo is required to reproduce the rotation curve beyond the optical disk (e.g., Carignan, Freeman 1985; Sancisi, van Albada 1987) .
While rotation curves are referred to as 'flat' as a firstorder approximation, they are not completely featureless. Rubin et al. (1985) argued that the profile of the rotation curves is dependent on the luminosity, which is supported by later studies (e.g., Persic, Salucci 1991; Persic et al. 1996) . There are also a number of rotation curves which show a velocity decrease at the optical edge (e.g., Salucci, Frenk 1989) . Salucci and Frenk (1989) argued that a rotation curve can decline outside a massive disk if the rotation velocity of the disk is larger than that of the extended halo. The decrease in the rotation velocity is small, typically 10 -20 km s −1 . Recently, however, several declining rotation curves, which can be approximated by a Keplerian, have been found (e.g, Carignan, Puche 1990a; Jörsäter, van Moorsel 1995; Olling 1996; Jore et al.1996) . The Milky Way Galaxy may also have such a rotation curve (Honma, Sofue 1996) . Although one cannot totally rule out mass distribution beyond the Keplerian region, the simplest interpretation of these rotation curves is mass truncation, including a dark halo. Besides these declining rotation curves, there have been several indications of a possible truncation of the dark halo (e.g., Gottesman, Hunter 1982; Dubinski et al.1996; Bland-Hawthorn et al.1997) . If some dark halos are truncated at radii not far from the optical disk, this raises several questions: how far the halo of a non-Keplerian galaxy extend; what is different between the halos of these galaxies; how much fraction of the galaxies have such small halos; and so on. Since Keplerian rotation curve is slowly varying with the radius (V ∝ R 1/2 ), and since any rotation curve rarely declines faster than that, it is important to consider the accuracy of the rotation curves for answering these questions. For instance, suppose that the rotation curve of a galaxy is obtained out to R out . If the real rotation curve becomes Keplerian beyond R dec , R out must be larger than R dec in order to detect any decline. Even when this is satisfied, the rotation velocity should be determined with high accuracy compared to the decrease in the rotation velocity in the Keplerian region. If we have only a few independent measurements of the rotation velocity between R dec and R out , it is required that
in order to discriminate Keplerian rotation curves from flat rotation curves. Here, σ is the size of the error bar (the velocity is expressed as V ± σ), and the right-hand term expresses the velocity decrease in the Keplerian region. If this condition is not satisfied, the rotation curve may be observed as a 'flat' rotation curve, even in the Keplerian region. In this paper we examine these conditions of the rotation curves so far obtained, and try to answer the ques-[Vol. 49, tions raised above. The plan of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we describe the sample used in the present studied. In section 3 we investigate how much the fraction of galaxies could have Keplerian rotation curves. We discuss the extent of the dark halo in section 4.
The Sample
In the present paper, we concentrate on the Hi rotation curves of galaxies. The rotation curves obtained by optical observations are not suitable for this study, because they are not likely to extend outside of the optical disk. The rotation curves observed in CO lines are also unsuitable, since the molecular gas is usually more concentrated than the HI gas (Sofue et al.1995) . The sample galaxies consist of those which are observed in Hi, and satisfy the following selection criteria: 1) galaxies later than Sa and not strongly distorted; 2) inclination larger than 45
• , so that the effect of warping is small, 3) necessary data for the present analysis, such as the observational parameters and the optical profiles, are available. There are 45 galaxies in the sample. The basic data for the sample galaxies are listed in table 1.
Among the sample galaxies, 11 are found to have Keplerian rotation curves. We use the term 'Keplerian rotation curve' for a rotation curve which shows a significant drop of rotation velocity and can be fitted by a Keplerian, V ∼ R −1/2 . We did not include galaxies which show only a slight decrease of rotation velocity, such as discussed in Salucci and Frenk (1989) . Some examples of such rotation curves are shown in figure 1 with a Keplerian curve for a point mass as a reference. The outermost parts of these rotation curves are approximated well by Keplerians. We comment on the properties of the Keplerian galaxies. NGC 891: This Sb galaxy has been known to show a Keplerian drop for many years. Sancisi and Allen (1979) first found a Keplerian drop on the southern part of the galaxy. Although a counterpart on the north was not seen in their data, the VLA data by Rupen (1991) clearly show a drop on the north. The rotation curve starts declining at the optical edge, and the velocity decreases by about 60 km s −1 . NGC 1365: This is a grand-design barred spiral (SBb). The Hi rotation curve already starts declining inside of the optical disk (Jörsäter, van Moorsel 1995) . The rotation velocity decreases by more than 50 km s −1 in total, and by 35 km s −1 in the Keplerian region. NGC 2683 The Hi rotation curve of NGC 2683 was obtained by Casertano and van Gorkom (1991) . The rotation velocity decreases by 50 km s −1 outside the optical disk. Although the rotation curve shows some irregularity, the drop in the rotation velocity is significant, and one may take it as being approximately Keplerian. NGC 3031 The Hi in the outermost region of NGC 3031 is strongly distorted by the interaction with NGC 3034. However, the Hi velocity field is rather symmetric within the optical disk. The rotation velocity is already decreasing in the optical disk (Rots, Shane 1975; Visser 1980) . NGC 3521 The rotation curve of this Sb galaxy was obtained by Casertano and van Gorkom (1991) . The rotation velocity is almost constant at 200 km s −1 out to 8.5h (h is the disk scale length), and decreases by 45 km s −1 beyond it. NGC 4138 This Sa galaxy has a counter-rotating disk in the central region. The Hi rotation curve obtained by Jore et al.(1996) shows a significant drop by more than 100 km s −1 . The rotation curve is well approximated by a Keplerian in the outer region. However, it cannot be ruled out that the declining rotation curve may be caused by a very strong warp of the Hi disk. NGC 4244 This is an edge-on Sc galaxy. A Keplerian drop outside of the optical disk is seen on both sides after the flat rotation with 100 km s −1 (Olling 1996) . NGC 4414 The Hi rotation curve for this Sc galaxy was obtained by Braine et al.(1993) . The velocity decrease is evident by 70 km s −1 , starting at 4h. NGC 5204 This is a dwarf galaxy with a maximum rotation velocity of 75 km s −1 . Sicotte et al.(1997) have modeled the Hi velocity field, taking the variation of the inclination into account, and derived the declining rotation curve in the outermost region. They have constructed a mass model with the disk and the dark halo, and argued that a cutoff of the dark halo is necessary to account for the declining rotation curve. NGC 7793 This is an Sd galaxy with a moderate inclination. have obtained a declining rotation curve by taking the inclination variation into account. The rotation velocity drops from 110 km s −1 by about 20 km s −1 outside 4.5h. argued that even a no-dark-halo model is possible for this galaxy. DDO 154 Carignan and Beaulieu (1989) have found a declining rotation curve in this gas-rich dwarf irregular galaxy. The maximum rotation is 50 km s −1 , and the decline starts beyond 10h. In spite of the Keplerian rotation curve, one needs a significant amount of dark matter to reproduce the rotation curve. The mass model by Carignan and Beaulieu showed that 90% of the mass within the Keplerian region consists of dark matter.
Analysis and Results
The uncertainty in the rotation velocity may be crucial for uncovering Keplerian rotation curves, as described in section 1. In order to investigate this, we define the quantity f , which is the ratio of both sides in inequality
When we have only a few measurement points between R dec and R out , f gives a criterion for discriminating a Keplerian rotation curve from flat rotation curves. One requires f ≥ 1 to detect a declining rotation curve. We applied this criterion to non-Keplerian rotation curves. Since we do not know R dec for non-Keplerian rotation curves, we assumed R dec = 5h in this section. This corresponds to a typical size of the optical disk (van der Kruit and Searle 1982; van der Kruit 1988) . This is also close to the value of R dec for Keplerian rotation curves, since R dec for the Keplerian rotation curves in the present sample ranges from 3h to 12h, and its mean is 6.2h. If the rotation curve of a galaxy is not observed beyond 5h, we use the rotation velocity at the observed outermost point, V out , as V 5h .
The velocity uncertainties are unknown for several galaxies. For these galaxies, we give the following estimate. The velocity uncertainty depends on the observational velocity resolution, the S/N ratio of the data, the uncertainty of the inclination angle, and so on. The velocity uncertainty can be much less than the velocity resolution, if the S/N ratio is sufficiently high. In the outermost region, however, the S/N ratio is just above the detection limit and the velocity profile could be fairly uncertain due to a possible decrease in the rotation velocity. These facts make it difficult to achieve much a smaller uncertainty than the observational velocity resolution. The ratio of the velocity uncertainties to the observational velocity resolution in table 1 is between 0.5 and 11, with a mean of 3.5 . Therefore, the velocity uncertainty in the outermost region was assumed to be equal to ∼ 0.3∆V / sin i, for galaxies for which the velocity uncertainty was not reported. Figure 2 plots the value of f versus (R out − R dec )/∆R for both Keplerian and non-Keplerian rotation curves. ∆R is defined by ∆R ≡ D √ a 2 + b 2 , where a and b are the major and minor axis of the synthesized beam of the observation in radian, and D is the distance to the galaxy. The value of (R out − R dec )/∆R roughly corresponds to the number of independent measurements between R dec and R out . Figure 2 shows that the galaxies with Keplerian rotation curves indeed have an f larger than unity, except for NGC 5204. All but NGC 5204 have an f larger than 2.5. This indicates that an f slightly larger than unity is not sufficient, and that more than 2 is required for uncovering a Keplerian rotation curve. A remarkable aspect in figure 2 is the clear split of Keplerian and non-Keplerian galaxies depending on f ; galaxies with a Keplerian rotation curve mostly lie above f = 2.5, while many galaxies with non-Keplerian rotation curves lie below f = 1. The galaxies with f ≤ 1 have values of (R out − R dec /∆R) less than 2. This confirms that there are only few independent measurements of the rotation velocities between R dec and R out . Any galaxies with rising rotation curves at R out does not have a value of f between 0 and 1. These facts ensures that f works as a good criterion. The number of galaxies with f greater than unity is 25, and 10 of them are galaxies with Keplerian rotation curves. As far as galaxies with f ≥ 1 are concerned, the fraction of Keplerian rotation curves is about two-fifths. The results do not change drastically even when the assumed velocity uncertainties are reduced to half of what we have assumed above. In that case, the number of galaxies with f larger than unity is 27, and the fraction of the Keplerian rotation curve is still significant. Therefore, Keplerian rotation curves are not rare.
On the other hand, 19 galaxies out of 45 were found to have f smaller than unity. A negative value of f indicates that the Hi observation does not extend beyond 5h. One cannot determine whether the rotation curves of these f ≤ 1 galaxies are flat beyond the optical disk. Since a significant fraction of f ≥ 1 galaxies have Keplerian rotation curves, there could be several Keplerian rotation curves in galaxies with f ≤ 1, which have not yet been discovered.
Discussion

Extent of Dark Halo
While a large number of galaxies have f smaller than 1, the non-Keplerian rotation curves with f ≥ 1 provide direct evidence for extended dark halos outside of the optical disks. How far do they extend ? In order to constrain the minimum extent of the dark halos, one can use the criterion [equation (2)] with larger values of R dec : if f becomes unity with a certain value of R dec , this radius gives the minimum extent of the dark halo that is consistent with the observed flat rotation curves within the uncertainty. We calculated f for non-Keplerian galaxies while varying the value of R dec from 5h, 6h, ..., to 10h. Figure 3 shows the number distribution of f ≤ 1 galaxies and f ≥ 1 galaxies out of 34 non-Keplerian galaxies for different values of R dec . It was checked that galaxies with f ≤ 1 have only few points of independent measurements between R dec and R out in any case of R dec . Figure 3 demonstrates that the number of f ≥ 1 galaxies decreases drastically with increasing the assumed value of R dec . This indicates that the number of rotation curves that claim extended dark halos to large radii is quite small. Only 4 rotation curves provide evidence for a dark halo extending to 10h. Therefore, rather small halos, which have cutoff radii within 10h, are still consistent with most of the Hi observations. The existence of Kep-[Vol. 49, lerian rotation curves supports such small halos, if they reflect true mass truncations.
Comparison with Other Studies
Although the idea of a small halo conflicts with several studies of dark-matter halos which claim massive halos extending to several hundred kpc (e.g., Zaritsky, White 1994; Navarro et al.1996) , there have been several indications of small halos other than rotation-curve studies. Gottesman and Hunter (1982) analyzed the motion of satellite galaxies of NGC 3992, and argued that NGC 3992 is unlikely to have a halo with a mass of ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ . Dubinski et al.(1996) simulated the interacting galaxies, and concluded that galaxies with small halos, the rotation curve of which starts to decline within 10h, are favorable in order to reproduce the tidal tails of interacting galaxies. Bland-Hawthorn et al.(1997) observed the ionized hydrogen in NGC 253 outside of the Hi disk, and measured the rotation velocity where an Hi observation could not reach. Their result suggests that the rotation curve is declining beyond the Hi disk, and that the halo is truncated. All of these results are consistent with the idea of small halos. One possibility to reconcile the discrepancy between small and massive halos is that the size and the mass of halos varies significantly from galaxy to galaxy.
On the other hand, the Hi rotation curves, including Keplerian ones, could still be consistent with massive halos. One may reproduce a declining rotation curve if a specific mass distribution is assumed, as the velocity drop at the edge of the optical disk (e.g., Salucci, Frenk 1989) . Unfortunately, however, the extent of the Hi rotation curve and its uncertainty are not sufficient to discriminate these two scenarios. Extensive studies of the rotation velocities in the far outer region, where we hardly detected the Hi gas, are necessary. A large number of observations of ionized gas beyond the Hi disk may lead to more decisive conclusions.
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